DOMINO: a database of domain–peptide interactions
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ABSTRACT

Many protein interactions are mediated by small protein modules binding to short linear peptides. DOMINO (http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/domino/) is an open-access database comprising more than 3900 annotated experiments describing interactions mediated by protein-interaction domains. DOMINO can be searched with a versatile search tool and the interaction networks can be visualized with a convenient graphic display applet that explicitly identifies the domains/sites involved in the interactions.

INTRODUCTION

Cell function is governed by an intricate web of physical and functional links between proteins. Information about the details of this interaction network is dispersed in the scientific literature in a format that is not easily accessible for large scale analysis.

Over the past few years, a number of protein-interaction databases have made an effort to retrieve interaction information from published experiments (1–6). The stored information is freely available and can be downloaded and conveniently represented as graphs where interacting proteins are nodes connected by edges. This mode of representation, however, does not allow the extraction of important information such as the number of partners that any given protein is capable of binding to simultaneously. This question is particularly relevant for proteins (hubs) that have a large number of putative partners and where it is not clear, from a simple protein-interaction graph representation, whether all the partners compete for the same binding site on the hub protein or rather bind in a noncompetitive manner to different domains/sites (7). This limitation can be overcome by taking into account the modular nature of proteins and by mapping each interaction to the binding domains/sites on the partner proteins (8).

A few databases have focused on domain–domain interactions. Although they differ somewhat in scope, InterDom and DIMA aim at integration of multiple data sources and prediction techniques to assemble a domain interaction graph linking domains that are likely to interact (9,10).

DATABASE STRUCTURE

The data model of DOMINO is based on Intact (1), an open-access database, and runs on the Postgresql relational database system (http://www.postgresql.org). The Intact data model has been extended to provide convenient and faster access to information about interacting domains. Moreover, new tables have been added for storing annotation retrieved
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from Pfam. These are used to display the information about interacting modules in the context of the structure of the protein partners.

The API of Intact was used as a library for the development of DOMINO applications and web tools. The web interface was developed using the Struts framework (http://struts.apache.org/). The applications and the web interface were developed with Java 5. To limit compatibility problems, the Viewer applet has been compiled for Java 1.

STORED DATA
DOMINO aims at annotating all the available information about domain-peptide and domain–domain interactions. The core of DOMINO, of July 24, 2006 consists of more than 3900 interactions extracted from peer-reviewed articles and annotated by expert biologists. A total of 717 manuscripts have been processed, thus covering a large fraction of the published information about domain–peptide interactions. The curation effort has focused on the following domains: SH3, SH2, 14-3-3, PDZ, PTB, WW, EVH, VHS, FHA, EH, FF, BRCT, Bromo, Chromo and GYF. However, interactions mediated by as many as 150 different domain families are stored in DOMINO. The pie chart in Figure 1A reports the fraction of interactions mediated by each of the major domain families.

More than 75% of the annotated entries describe interactions between mammalian domains and their target peptides, while most of the remaining entries (22%) involve yeast proteins (see Figure 1C for detailed statistics).

The interactions deposited in DOMINO are annotated according to the PSI-MI 2.5 (15) standard and can be easily analyzed in the context of the global protein-interaction network as downloaded from major interaction databases like MINT (3), BIND (16), INTACT (1), DIP (5) and Mapt (6).

The curation process follows the PSI-MI 2.5 standard but with special emphasis on the mapping of the interaction to specific protein domains of both participating proteins. This is achieved by paying special attention to the shortest protein fragment that was experimentally verified as sufficient for the interaction. Whenever the authors report only the name of the domain mediating the interaction (i.e. SH3, SH2 . . .), without stating the coordinates of the experimental binding range, the curator may choose to enter the coordinates of the Pfam domain match in the protein sequence. Finally whenever the information is available, any mutation or post-translational modification affecting the interaction affinity is noted in the database.

WEB INTERFACE
DOMINO is accessible through a web interface at http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/domino/. The search page offers the possibility of searching either for any given protein of interest or for all the proteins in the DOMINO database containing a specific domain. The protein search can be carried out by entering identifiers of the main protein databases (Uniprot, SGD, FlyBase and WormBase). However, gene names or synonyms can also be used. A list of all domains included in DOMINO is also provided to facilitate the search. For domain restricted searches, only proteins containing the query domain, and for which the domain has been shown to mediate an interaction stored in DOMINO, will be displayed. If desirable, all types of queries can be restricted to a given organism.

The result of the search is an HTML page containing all the proteins matching the query terms and the list of the corresponding InterPro domains (Figure 2A). By clicking the check boxes corresponding to the specific protein of interest
or to a specific protein domain, one can direct the search either to the partners of the selected proteins or limit it to the partners binding to the selected domain(s). For instance, in the case of the growth factor receptor-bound protein 2 (GRB2) containing two SH3 and one SH2 domains, it is possible to restrict the search to ligands of the second SH3 domain, or to exclude them. Searches can also be limited to interactions discovered by a specific experimental method. A choice of six main method categories is given (multiple selection is possible), but any of these categories also includes all ‘children’ techniques, as defined in the PSI controlled vocabulary hierarchy. Among other applications, this filtering tool can be used to exclude results of large scale experiments, if so desired.

Once the appropriate choice is made, after clicking the ‘search interaction’ button, an HTML page is shown displaying all pairs of relevant interacting proteins and a summary of the interaction details. A full description of the entry, including experimental procedures or biological features such as required post-translation modification or defective mutations, is displayed after pressing the ‘evidence’ button. The HTML page can be edited by removing interactions that are deemed irrelevant to the specific query.

The edited interaction list can be exported either as a tab delimited file or as a PSI-MI document (PSI-MI version 1 or 2.5). Finally, interactions can be displayed in a graph representation through the Viewer applet (Figure 2C).

In the DOMINO Viewer applet, proteins are represented as rectangles. The protein domain structure is illustrated with a colored background (one color for each domain family). Interactions are represented as edges in the graph. Whereas most protein-interaction display tools only link entire proteins, in DOMINO the viewer utilizes the information stored in the database to link the partner domains involved in the interaction. The extent of the binding site is made clear by drawing a line under the protein fragment involved in the interaction. This representation permits an immediate visualization of the proteins that compete for binding to the same partner (Figure 2C). Whenever the interaction range in one of the two partners has not been determined experimentally, edges are drawn in grey.

DATA ACCESS

Data stored in DOMINO are released under the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/). According to this license, it is possible to copy, distribute, display and make commercial use of all data if appropriate credit is given. Data can be downloaded at http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it/domino/download.do, either as a tab delimited file that can be imported directly into spreadsheet applications, or in PSI-MI 1 and PSI-MI 2.5 XML documents. Users can either download a file containing the full dataset or files containing only the interactions mediated by specialized domains (SH3, SH2, PDZ, 14-3-3 and WW). As stated above, any result of an interaction search can be conveniently downloaded in two file formats.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The long-term goal of DOMINO is for it to develop into a stable repository of interactions mediated by protein domains thus offering a unique tool for interpreting protein-interaction networks. We are committed to make the database more comprehensive by entering new data as they become available.

Finally, we plan to use the sequence fragments that have been shown to bind specific domains to automatically identify the consensus ligand peptide for any domain for which sufficient experimental information is available.
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